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Model Cars

“Magnificent Mercedes; CMC’s 300 SLR ‘Uhlenhaut Coupe’”

By Wayne Moyer, June 2010

The Mercedes 300 SLR won five of the six 1955 World Championship races and was leading the third (Le

Mans) by three laps when the team withdrew. Mercedes had an even better car ready for the 1956 sea-

son-- a gorgeous Gullwing Coupe version that looked much more like the production 300 SLR and had sus-

pension and engine improvements. After Mercedes closed the racing department in ‘55, one of the two

Coupes built was presented to Chief Engineer Rudi Uhlenhaut who drove it regularly in the road for almost

10 years! 

I ran out of adjectives for CMC’s museum-quality 1/18 scale diecast models long ago. Photos in Ludvigsen’s

Mercedes Benz 300 SLR” show that CMC has the Coupe body shape precisely correct. Ludvigsen says “the

coupe was pure 300 SLR under the skin” and with 1817 parts in this beauty literally everything you can see

in photos-- inside and out-- is there in perfect scale fidelity. Its hand-rubbed metallic silver paint is, as

always, simply the best and all trim is done with either plated or ultra-thin photo-etched parts. The engine

bay is literally filled with the desmodromic-valve six-cylinder engine, completely plumbed fuel injection

system, wires and hoses, space-frame chassis tubes, and big inboard brake drums. Lift those gullwing

doors, noticing the functional over-center supports, and the interior is just as eye-watering, with real leather

and plaid upholstery, fully legible instruments, individual rivets, and working window vents.  Mercedes pho-

tos show a blue interior, though. Of course the suspension is all there and functional, too. There’s much

more than I can describe; check cmc-modelcars.de/us to see this beauty for yourself!

Under The Hood: CMC 1956 Mercedes 300 SLR “Uhlenhaut Coupe”

Realism/Scale: Superb! Scale: 1/18

Detailing: It’s ALL there Price:  $319.00

Working Features: 5+ Source: usacmc@msn.com

Paint and Finish: 5++


